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Section A: Unseen Prose
Passage 1
A hastily assembled Athenian army inflicts an embarrassing defeat on a Corinthian force.
The Corinthians seized the heights of Geraneia and invaded the territory of Megara with
their allies, thinking that the Athenians would be too occupied with Aigina to help the
Megarians or, if they did, they would be forced to abandon Aigina.

oἱ dὲ Ἀqhnaῖoi tὸ mὲn prὸj Aἰgίnῃ strάteuma oὐk ἐkίnhsan, tῶn d’ ἐk tῆj
pόlewj ὑpoloίpwn oἵ te presbύtatoi kaὶ oἱ neώtatoi ἀfiknoῦntai eἰj tὰ
Mέgara, Murwnίdou strathgoῦntoj.
kaὶ mάchj genomέnhj ἰsorrόpou1, ἐnόmisan aὐtoὶ ἑkάteroi oὐk ἔlasson
ἔcein ἐn tῷ ἔrgῳ. kaὶ oἱ mὲn Ἀqhnaῖoi (ἐkrάthsan gὰr ὅmwj mᾶllon),
ἀpelqόntwn tῶn Korinqίwn tropaῖon2 ἔsthsan. oἱ dὲ Korίnqioi kakizόmenoi3
ὑpὸ tῶn ἐn tῇ pόlei presbutέrwn, kaὶ paraskeuasάmenoi, ἡmέraij ὕsteron
dώdeka ἐlqόntej ἀnqίstasan tropaῖon kaὶ aὐtoὶ ὡj nikήsantej.
kaὶ oἱ Ἀqhnaῖoi ἐkbohqήsantej ἐk tῶn Megάrwn toύj te tὸ tropaῖon2
ἱstάntaj diafqeίrousi kaὶ toῖj ἄlloij xumbalόntej ἐkrάthsan. oἱ dὲ
nikώmenoi ὑpecώroun, kaί ti aὐtῶn mέroj oὐk ὀlίgon, prosbiasqὲn4 kaὶ
diamartὸn tῆj ὁdoῦ, eἰsέpesen eἰj cwrίon ᾧ ἔtucen ὄrugma5 mέga
perieῖrgon6 kaὶ oὐk ἦn ἔxodoj. oἱ dὲ Ἀqhnaῖoi, peristήsantej kύklῳ toὺj
yiloύj7, katέleusan8 pάntaj toὺj eἰselqόntaj, kaὶ pάqoj mέga toῦto
Korinqίoij ἐgέneto.
Thucydides 1. 105–106
Names

tὰ Mέgara
ὁ Murwnίdhj -ou

Megara
Myronides

Words
1
2

3

ἰsόrropoj –on
tὸ tropaῖon

kakίzw
prosbiάzw
5
tὸ ὄrugma toῦ ὀrύgmatoj
6
perieίrgw
7
oἱ yiloί
8
kataleύw
4

1

indecisive
trophy
I insult, mock
I put under pressure
ditch
I surround
light-armed troops
I stone to death

Translate Passage 1 into English.

[50]

Please write your translation on alternate lines.
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Section B: Unseen Verse
Passage 2
The dying Alkestis, in the presence of the Chorus, tells her husband
Admetos to look after their young children when she is gone.
ALKESTIS: Children, you have heard your father say that he will not
marry again when I die, and that you will still be held in the same
respect.
ADMETOS: I did say that, and I stand by what I said.
AL: On that condition, then, receive our children from my hand.

Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Al
Ad
Co

dέcomai, fίlon ge dῶron ἐk fίlhj cerόj.
sύ nun genoῦ toῖsd’ ἀnt’ ἐmoῦ mήthr tέknoij.
pollή m’ ἀnάgkh, soῦ g’ ἀpesterhmέnoij
ὦ tέkn’, ὅte zῆn crῆn m’, ἀpέrcomai kάtw.
oἴmoi, tί drάsw dῆta soῦ monoύmenoj;
crόnoj malάxei1 s’: oὐdέn ἐsq’ ὁ katqanώn.
ἄgou me sὺn soί, prὸj qeῶn, ἄgou kάtw.
kaὶ mὴn skoteinὸn2 ὄmma mou barύnetai.
ἀpwlόmhn ἄr’, eἴ me dὴ leίyeij, gύnai.
ὡj oὐkέt’ oὖsan oὐdὲn ἂn lέgoij ἐmέ.
ὄrqou3 prόswpon, mὴ lίpῃj paῖdaj sέqen.
oὐ dῆq’ ἑkoῦsά g’: ἀllὰ caίret’, ὦ tέkna.
blέyon prὸj aὐtoύj, blέyon.
oὐdέn eἰm’ ἔti.
tί drᾷj; proleίpeij;
caῖr’.
ἀpwlόmhn tάlaj.
bέbhken, oὐkέt’ ἔstin Ἀdmήtou gunή.

5

10

15

Euripides, Alkestis 376ff.
Words
1
2
3

2

(a)

malάssw
skoteinόj –ή -όn
ὀrqόw

I heal
dark, in darkness
I lift up

Translate Passage 2 into English.

[45]

Please write your translation on alternate lines.
(b)

Write out and scan lines 3–4 from Passage 2.

pollή m’ ἀnάgkh, soῦ g’ ἀpesterhmέnoij
ὦ tέkn’, ὅte zῆn crῆn m’, ἀpέrcomai kάtw.
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Guidance on applying the marking grids for translating into English
The general principle in assessing each section should be the proportion (out of 5) of sense achieved.
One approach for each section is given. Acceptable alternatives will be illustrated during Standardisation, but examiners should assess on its own
merits any approach that satisfactorily conveys the meaning of the Greek – the crucial consideration being the extent to which every Greek word is
satisfactorily rendered in some way in the English.
The determination of what a “slight” error is only necessary when it is the only error in a section; this distinction will then determine whether a mark
of 5 or 4 is appropriate. Where marks of 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 are applicable, the overall proportion of meaning conveyed in the section is the only
consideration. The term “major” error has been used here to determine an error which is more serious than a “slight” error.
The classification below should be seen only as a general guide, the intention of which is to maintain standards year-on-year. Lead markers should
consider each instance on its own merits in the context of the passage and the section.
It is likely that some of the errors below may be regarded as “major” if they appear in a relatively short and straightforward section, whereas in
longer or more complex sections they are more likely to be a “slight” error.
The sort of errors that we would generally expect to be considered as “slight” errors would be:




a single mistake in the translation of a verb, for example incorrect person or tense
vocabulary errors that do not substantially alter the meaning
omission of particles that does not substantially alter the meaning (although in certain cases the omission of a particle may not count as an
error at all, most especially with μεν... δε)

The sort of errors that we would generally expect to be considered as “major” errors would be:






more than one slight error in any one verb
vocabulary errors that substantially alter the meaning
omission of a word or words, including alteration of active to passive if the agent is not expressed
missed constructions
alteration in word order that affects the sense

The final decisions on what constitutes a ‘slight’ and ‘major’ errors will be made and communicated to assessors via the standardisation process
(after full consideration of candidates’ responses) and these decisions will be captured in the final mark scheme for examiners and centres.
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Marks

Mark Scheme

Description

5

Accurate translation with one slight error allowed

4

Mostly correct

3

More than half right

2

Less than half right

1

Little recognisable relation or meaning to the Greek

0 = No response or no response worthy of credit.
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Section A: Unseen Prose
Question

Answer

Marks

The passage has been divided into 10 sections, each worth 5 marks. Award up
to 5 marks per translated section according to the 5-mark marking grid found
above.

1

oἱ dὲ Ἀqhnaῖoi tὸ mὲn prὸj Aἰgίnῃ strάteuma oὐk ἐkίnhsan,

Guidance
The below are intended as examples of
“slight” and more serious “major” errors,
others may be identified at standardisation.

5

very short section: all errors will be major

5

slight errors: ‘old/young’, or ‘older/younger’
for ‘oldest/youngest’; ‘into’ for ‘to’ or ‘at’
(depending on translation of
ἀφικνοῦνται)

(i)
But the Athenians did not move their army that was at Aigina,

tῶn d’ ἐk tῆj pόlewj ὑpoloίpwn oἵ te presbύtatoi kaὶ oἱ neώtatoi
ἀfiknoῦntai eἰj tὰ Mέgara, Murwnίdou strathgoῦntoj.
(ii)

but the oldest and the youngest of the remaining men from the city went to
Megara under the generalship of Myronides.

major errors: taking τῶν ὑπολοίπων as
subject; failure to recognise genitive
absolute

kaὶ mάchj genomέnhj ἰsorrόpou, ἐnόmisan aὐtoὶ ἑkάteroi oὐk
ἔlasson ἔcein ἐn tῷ ἔrgῳ.
(iii)

And the Athenians (for they had in fact had the better of it), when the Corinthians
went away, set up a trophy.

4

accept any reasonable translation for οὐκ

ἔλασσον ἔχειν ἐν τῷ ἔργῷ

When an indecisive battle had taken place, each side believed that they had had
the better of the affair.

kaὶ oἱ mὲn Ἀqhnaῖoi (ἐkrάthsan gὰr ὅmwj mᾶllon), ἀpelqόntwn tῶn
Korinqίwn tropaῖon ἔsthsan.
(iv)

5

major errors: failure to recognise genitive
absolute; failure to take αὐτοὶ ἑκάτεροι
together
5

accept any reasonable translation for

ἐκράτησαν γὰρ ὅμως μᾶλλον
major errors: failure to recognise genitive
absolute
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Question

Answer

June 20xx
Marks

oἱ dὲ Korίnqioi kakizόmenoi ὑpὸ tῶn ἐn tῇ pόlei presbutέrwn, kaὶ
paraskeuasάmenoi,

5

Guidance
slight errors: ‘old/oldest’ for ‘older’
major errors: voice of participles

(v)
The Corinthians being insulted by the older men in the city, and having made
preparations,

ἡmέraij ὕsteron dώdeka ἐlqόntej ἀnqίstasan tropaῖon kaὶ aὐtoὶ
ὡj nikήsantej.
(vi)

(vii)

5

major errors: mistranslation of ὡς plus
participle

went out twelve days later and Meusetres set up a trophy in reply, as if they had
won.

kaὶ oἱ Ἀqhnaῖoi ἐkbohqήsantej ἐk tῶn Megάrwn toύj te tὸ
tropaῖon ἱstάntaj diafqeίrousi kaὶ toῖj ἄlloij xumbalόntej
ἐkrάthsan.

5

(viii)

The defeated (Corinthians) retreated and so not a small part of the men, being
put under pressure and losing their way,

major errors: failure to take τούς ...
ἱστάντας together; failure to recognise
τοῖς ἄλλοις as the object of

ξυμβαλόντες

And the Athenians came out from Megara to help, killed the men setting up the
trophy, engaged the others, and defeated them.

oἱ dὲ nikώmenoi ὑpecώroun, kaί ti aὐtῶn mέroj oὐk ὀlίgon,
prosbiasqὲn kaὶ diamartὸn tῆj ὁdoῦ,

slight errors: ‘on the twelfth day after’ for
‘twelve days later’

5

accept ‘and they, having been defeated’, or
‘and they were defeated and…’ or any
other reasonable translation
slight errors: ‘not a few’ for ‘not a small
(part)’
major errors: failure to recognise
προσβιαςθὲν and διαμαρτὸν as neuter
participles agreeing with μέρος.

5
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Question

Answer

June 20xx
Marks

eἰsέpesen eἰj cwrίon ᾧ ἔtucen ὄrugma mέga perieῖrgon kaὶ oὐk ἦn
ἔxodoj.

5

(ix)

(x)

The Athenians stationed their light-armed troops around them in a circle and
stoned to death all those who had gone in, and this was a source of great
distress to the Corinthians.

6

accept ‘which a deep ditch happened to
surround’
slight error: ‘with’ or ‘to’ which for the
relative pronoun

fell into a place which happened to be surrounded by a deep ditch and from
which there was no way out.

oἱ dὲ Ἀqhnaῖoi, peristήsantej kύklῳ toὺj yiloύj, katέleusan
pάntaj toὺj eἰselqόntaj, kaὶ pάqoj mέga toῦto Korinqίoij ἐgέneto.

Guidance

5

accept eg ‘this caused great suffering to
the Corinthians’
major errors: failure to recognise that
περιστήσαντες is transitive; failure to
take πάντας τοὺς εἰσελθοντας together
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Section B: Unseen Verse
Question
2(a)

Answer

Marks

The passage has been divided into 9 sections, each worth 5 marks. Award up to 5
marks per translated section according to the 5-mark marking grid found above.

dέcomai, fίlon ge dῶron ἐk fίlhj cerόj.

Guidance
The below are intended as examples of
“slight” and more serious “major” errors,
others may be identified at
standardisation.

5

sύ nun genoῦ toῖsd’ ἀnt’ ἐmoῦ mήthr tέknoij.

slight errors: not translating γε
major errors: not recognising that γενοῦ
is imperative/a verb; ‘my mother’ or
similar for ἐμοὺ μήτηρ

(i)
AD: I receive them: a dear gift indeed from a dear hand.
AL: You then must be a mother to these children instead of me.
5

pollή m’ ἀnάgkh, soῦ g’ ἀpesterhmέnoij.

slight errors: ‘child’ for ‘children’
major errors: taking σοῦ with
ἀπεστερημὲνοις / mistranslating σοὺ

ὦ tέkn’, ὅte zῆn crῆn m’, ἀpέrcomai kάtw.
(ii)
AD: It is very necessary that I do, as they will be bereft of you.
AL: O my children, when I should be living. I am going down below.
5

oἴmoi, tί drάsw dῆta soῦ monoύmenoj;
crόnoj malάxei s’: oὐdέn ἐsq’ ὁ katqanώn.
(iii)
AD: Alas, whatever am I to do, left alone by you?
AL: Time will heal you; one who has died is of no account

7

major errors: taking σοὺ with
μονούμενος; failure to capture
effectively the sense of ‘the one who has
died/a dead person is nothing/of no
account’ (eg translating as ‘nothing is the
dead one’)
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Question

Answer

June 20xx
Marks

5

ἄgou me sὺn soί, prὸj qeῶn, ἄgou kάtw.

Guidance

allow ‘my dark eye grows heavy’
slight errors: not recognizing idiom of
πρὸς θεῶν (eg translating as ‘take me
with you to the gods’)

kaὶ mὴn skoteinὸn ὄmma mou barύnetai.
(iv)
AD: Take me with you, for the gods’ sake, take me down with you.

major errors: not recognizing ἄγου as
imperative

AL: Ah! Now my eye grows dark and heavy.

ἀpwlόmhn ἄr’, eἴ me dὴ leίyeij, gύnai.

5

slight error: taking οὐδὲν in the wrong
place in the sentence (‘say nothing’)

5

slight error: mistranslation of σέθεν.

ὡj oὐkέt’ oὖsan oὐdὲn ἂn lέgoij ἐmέ.
(v)
AD: I am destroyed then, if you are really going to leave me, my wife.
AL: You may speak to me now as one who is nothing any more.

ὄrqou prόswpon, mὴ lίpῃj paῖdaj sέqen.
(vi)

oὐ dῆq’ ἑkoῦsά g’:

major error: not recognising ὄρθου as

AD: Lift your head, do not leave your children.

imperative; taking ἑκοῦσά as part of ἔχω

AL: I do not do this willingly, for sure: so farewell my children.

8
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Question

Answer

June 20xx
Marks

ἀllὰ caίret’, ὦ tέkna.

5

major error: not recognising βλέψον as
imperative

5

there are very few words in this section so
any error will count as major

5

there are very few words in this section so
any error will count as major

blέyon prὸj aὐtoύj, blέyon.
(vii)

oὐdέn eἰm’ ἔti.
AD: Look at them, look
AL:

I am no more.

tί drᾷj; proleίpeij;
caῖr’.
(viii)

ἀpwlόmhn tάlaj.
AD: What are you doing? Are you leaving me?
AL:
AD:

Farewell.
Alas, I am destroyed.

bέbhken, oὐkέt’ ἔstin Ἀdmήtou gunή.
(ix)

Guidance

Cito: She has departed: the wife of Admetos is no more.

9
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Answer

Question

June 20xx
Guidance
Content

2(b)

pollή m’ ἀnάgkh, soῦ g’ ἀpesterhmέnoij.
–

–

v – |–

–

5

Two lines give 6 feet; each correct
foot should be ticked and the
number of ticks converted to a mark
out of 5, as to the right.

v – |v – v–

ὦ tέkn’, ὅte zῆn crῆn m’, ἀpέrcomai kάtw.
–

–

v – |–

–

v –

|v –

Foot divisions should be ignored.
This means that credit should be
given for two or three adjacent
syllables correctly marked, if they
make up a correct foot, even if the
candidate has split them into
separate feet.

v –

10

Levels of Response
5

6 feet correct

4

5 feet correct

3

4 feet correct

2

3 feet correct

1

1 or 2 foot correct

0

None correct
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APPENDIX 1: ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE GRID

Distribution of marks for each Assessment Objective
Question
AO1

AO2

AO3

1

50

–

–

2

45

–

–

3

5

–

–

Total

100

–

–
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